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Abstract
Over the last decade, the use of cameras has expanded from photography to sensing. Most of the camera-
based sensing systems convert visible light images to actionable data. However, there is an untapped wealth
of information hidden in the invisible parts of the light spectrum. This invisible light allows sensing systems to 
increase both the quality and quantity of actionable output data by reducing ambient light interference, 
defying adverse ambient conditions such as fog and darkness, removing eye safety limitations and extracting
compositional information.
We are developing an image sensor technology that is sensitive to visible and invisible light (Vis – NIR - 
SWIR, 300 - 2000 nm). The technology is based on thin-film photodetectors (graphene and colloidal 
quantum dots) that we demonstrated to be compatible with a CMOS back-end-of-line process. The wafer-
scale process will allow the sensors to be manufactured at high volumes, posing the technology attractive to 
mass markets. The in-pixel gain and controllability lead to high performance levels and will allow the 
technology to break traditional pixel scaling laws.
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Abstract
Abstract:
Over the next five years, billions of hands-free, battery-operated, always-on sensing devices in consumer, 
IoT, biomedical and industrial markets will assist us in our daily lives at home and at work. As users become 
more dependent on such devices, they want smaller always-on products with longer-battery lifetimes. MEMS
and sensors suppliers who can deliver more power-efficient solutions in ever-smaller form factors will gain a 
competitive edge — but how is this possible with standard signal-processing architectures?
MEMS and sensors suppliers can achieve incremental improvements in system power by improving each 
component in the system, but to effect great change, we need a system-level approach that achieves 
significant power- and data efficiency. The problem is that the current “digitize-first” system architecture 
digitizes all the incoming sensor data early in the signal chain — even mostly irrelevant data — before 
sending it to the cloud for processing. Without an alternative architectural solution, MEMS and sensors 
suppliers can only do so much.
A new “analyze-first” edge system architecture that uses ultra-low-power analog processing and analog 
neural networks now enables the detection of events — such as voice, specific acoustic triggers or a change 
in vibrational frequency — from raw, analog sensor data, before the data is digitized.
This “analyze-first” architecture reduces the volume of sensor data that is processed through higher-power 
system components (e.g., digital processors and ADCs) by up to 100x, which reduces always-on system 
power by 10x.
MEMS and sensors suppliers can easily integrate with the “analyze-first” edge architecture to enable smart 
portable products that run for months or a year instead of days or weeks.
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operational facets of the company including sales and marketing, global partners/distributors, and 
engineering teams in the US and Asia. Tom holds a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from West Virginia 
University and an MBA from California State University, Long Beach.
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Abstract
The future competitivity of microelectronics is based on the capability to develop components into smaller 
space with better energy efficiency and high performance. The 3D is a megatrend in semiconductor 
manufacturing eg. in the form of 3D transistors (FinFETS) and memory (3D NAND, and DRAM). High aspect 
ratio structures, new materials, and tighter geometries are challenges to the developers of process tools, 
materials, and inspection and testing.
Chipmetrics business idea is to solve the problem by the MEMS-process based special silicon test chips and
on-chip characterization concepts. The starting point is the PillarHall® Lateral High Aspect Ratio (LHAR) 
silicon test chip innovation for ALD/CVD thin film conformality metrology developed in VTT Technical 
Research Centre of Finland.
Premium product is 15x15 mm PillarHall® LHAR4 test chip consisting of 18 LHAR test structures. In 
addition, the test chip has structures to monitor thin film stress in microscopic level. Special carrier wafer 
allows wafer level mapping of the thin film conformality, film properties on the trench wall and local stress.
The benefits are such as:
• Less need for destructive cross-sectional analyses and equipment investments. No sampling delay. 
Compatible to standard planar metrology techniques, in a simplest case by optical microscope image 
analysis.
• The test chip is commercially available as a product, and allows to compare 3D perfomance by any thin film
material or equipment vendor.
• Wide compatibility to ALD and CVD systems and process conditions, including plasma assisted processes.
• Extremely high aspect ratios, up to 10000:1, that are not available in the market otherwise
PillarHall platform can accelerate learning about films to go beyond simple step coverage measurements and
look at the detailed properties of films in high aspect ratio structures, anticipating problems early in the 
development process and providing detailed insights.
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Abstract
Human Machine Interface technology is rocketing in importance since ubiquitous technology is more and 
more trending in terms of a demand for decoupling of full consciousness from user experience. A prominent 
example is among hearables, relying on an audio interface while not blocking the visional or tactile senses. 
Other applications require “silence” for different reasons while still keeping the need for comfortable 
operating and easy use. Gesture recognition will then play a key role in recognizing user input to various 
technologies without the necessity of direct contact or precisely aimed or timed (inter)actions. MEMS based 
ultrasonic transducers enable gesture recognition systems that can be produced at a low unit price for high 
volumes thus becoming just as available as it went to happen with inertial sensors in the past. Fraunhofer 
IPMS has developed the NEDMUT technology as an ultrasonic transducer for gesture recognition 
applications bringing together benefits of the MEMS world with modern technology user needs.

IPMS NEDMUT technology comprises a volume utilizing low footprint approach, ultra-low power electrostatic
actuation, lead-free all silicon device, phased array, multichannel as well as combined emitter-receiver on 
chip capabilities.
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Abstract
ezPyro detectors are very stable over time ensuring a long and maintenance-free operational lifespan and 
combined with their high sensitivity and fast response times, ensure rapid and accurate detection of target 
gases. Various optical filter options are available for detecting a specific gas or gases of interest.
 

Biography
Pyreos Ltd, an Edinburgh-based SME, manufactures a unique MEMS PZT pyroelectric detector on silicon, 
which enables new sensor form factors and functionalities for thermal Mid-IR gas sensing – previously not 
available on the market. To address the growing need for gas sensors and digitalisation of gas sensing, 
Pyreos has developed a range of sensors to meet the requirements across a variety of application areas 
such as :
- Regulatory Greenhouse/depletive Ozone layer gas emissions monitoring
- Smart Cities, Smart Buildings (eg HVAC), Smart Agriculture/Precision Farming and the broader “Internet of 
Things” (IoT).
- Automotive applications (emissions, cabin monitoring, HVAC)
- Industry 4.0 (manufacturing, processing)
For example, the ezPyroTM range of Mid-IR detectors for gas sensing and concentration measurement 
combine the MEMS pyroelectric detector technology with a digital readout for a smallest-in-class SMD 
package. These sensors integrate a digital, current mode read-out that enables lower IR-emitter duty cycles, 
thereby saving significantly on system level power consumption, while maintaining high SNR. Programmable
gain and filtering offer maximum flexibility in system design. Industry standard I2C communication enables 
plug-and-play connectivity to microcontrollers and allows easy tuning and calibration. ezPyro is well suited to 
applications with low power budgets. Current consumption is well below 100 µA when fully activated and less
than 1 µA in the lowest power mode. The low power modes come with fast wake up times and the innovative 
and configurable wake-up by signal (eg. motion, gesture) feature.
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Abstract
City dwellers often spend a large amount of their time indoors – whether it be in an office, at school or simply
at home. Buildings, however, tend to trap air especially as the level of insulation increases for energy 
efficiency purposes. This could lead to the development of bad indoor air quality in case of poor ventilation, 
negatively impacting human comfort, productivity and health. The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) is a 
good indicator of indoor air quality.
Today´s market solutions for monitoring this odorless and colorless gas are bulky and costly or simply not 
good enough for widespread adoption. Leveraging its advanced MEMS microphone technology, Infineon 
Technologies has developed a disruptive CO2 sensor based on photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS). 
XENSIV™ PAS CO2 sensor is an exceptionally miniaturized sensor designed to accommodate high-volume 
manufacturing; it is the first real CO2 sensor with SMD capabilities. It also includes an on-board 
microcontroller for easy system integration in customer products.
The innovation will enable widespread adoption of air quality monitoring in high volume applications in variety
of markets such as automotive, industrial, medical and IoT.
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Abstract
Imaging is undergoing a radical transformation in the way that an image sensor captures, processes, and 
uses data. The traditional application to capture a memory has expanded to a fast-growing collection of 
applications spanning: facial and object recognition, robot and vehicle navigation, surveillance and 
biometrics, smart homes, appliances and cars, image retrieval, gaming and controls. These smart 
applications require accurate and reliable 3D images, and therefore, we’ve seen a proliferation of 3D imaging
technologies.

This presentation will review different depth sensing technologies and the smart applications that are well 
suited for them. AIRY3D’s DEPTHIQ™ platform for the 3D computer vision will be introduced as well.

AIRY3D’s DEPTHIQ™ TDM (Transmissive Diffraction Mask) optical encoder and IDP (Image Depth 
Processing) software enable any single 2D image sensor to produce high-quality color images and 3D near-
field depth maps with unrivaled simplicity. DEPTHIQ-powered sensors are ideal for anti-spoofing by photos in
facial identification, video bokeh, image segmentation, person detection and monitoring, collision avoidance, 
as well as a host of other embedded vision applications.
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